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Abstract

Reconstructing ancestral geographic origins is critical for understanding the long-term evolution of a species. Bayesian methods

have been proposed to test biogeographic hypotheses while accommodating uncertainty in phylogenetic reconstruction. However,

the problem that certain taxa may have a disproportionate influence on conclusions has not been addressed. Here, we infer the

geographic origin of Drosophila simulans using 2014 bp of the period locus from 63 lines collected from 18 countries. We also analyze

two previously published datasets, alcohol dehydrogenase related and NADH:ubiquinone reductase 75 kDa subunit precursor. Phy-

logenetic inferences of all three loci support Madagascar as the geographic origin of D. simulans. Our phylogenetic conclusions are

robust to taxon resampling and to the potentially confounding effects of recombination. To test our phylogenetically derived hy-

pothesis we develop a randomization test of the population genetics prediction that sequences from the geographic origin should

contain more genetic polymorphism than those from derived populations. We find that the Madagascar population has elevated

genetic polymorphism relative to non-Madagascar sequences. These data are corroborated by mitochondrial DNA sequence data.

� 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Identifying the geographic origin of a species is an
important step towards understanding evolutionary

changes over time and space. Traditionally, ancestral

inference has proceeded by mapping geographic char-

acters onto a well-resolved phylogenetic reconstruction

and inferring the location of the most recent common

ancestor and the most parsimonious series of coloni-

zation. Increasingly, such a traditional framework has

been criticized because full faith must be placed in a
single phylogenetic reconstruction, thus failing to in-

corporate phylogenetic uncertainty. Furthermore, al-

ternative hypotheses are often inadequately evaluated.

The goal of this study is to combine phylogenetic and
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population genetic tools to infer the region of ende-

micity of the common human commensal fly Dro-

sophila simulans.
Huelsenbeck and Imennov (2002) employed Bayesian

inference and randomized sampling algorithms to re-

construct the geographic origin of humans. They used

data from the pioneering study of Vigilant et al. (1991),

which suggested an African origin for 189 human mito-

chondrial DNA sequences. The Vigilant et al. (1991)

study was criticized for biased sampling and inadequate

exploration of alternative hypotheses (Maddison et al.,
1992; Templeton, 1993). Rather than relying on a single

topology, Huelsenbeck and Imennov (2002) explored a

set of likely topologies. Such methods may be used to

compare alternative hypotheses before and after data are

observed (Lewis, 2001). After reanalyzing these data in a

Bayesian framework, Huelsenbeck and Imennov (2002)

found that support for an ancestral location in Africa

increased roughly four times after observing data,
which was taken as positive support for the out-of-Africa

hypothesis.
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While these new methods offer many advantages,
they are not necessarily immune to the peculiarities of

any one data matrix. Intuitively, taxa that occupy the

most basal positions in phylogenetic reconstructions will

have the largest single influence on parsimonious re-

construction of geographic origin. Therefore, one im-

portant question remains for such analyses: How

sensitive are conclusions from any one data matrix to

the particular taxa sampled? This question is addressed
here using two main techniques. First, we incorporated a

simple permutation-based resampling strategy into

Bayesian analysis to measure robustness of our conclu-

sions to particular taxa included. Second, we developed

a randomization test of genetic diversity to test the

population genetics prediction that the ancestral loca-

tion harbors significantly higher genetic diversity than

derived populations. We applied these techniques to a
worldwide sample of the X-linked period locus as well as

two previously published datasets from D. simulans.

Drosophila simulans is a cosmopolitan species with a

broad geographic distribution (http://myweb.uiowa.edu/

bballard/map.htm). Based on distributional records and

chromosomal evidence, it has been hypothesized that D.

simulans originated on the island ofMadagascar while the

closely related Drosophila melanogaster originated in
continental west Africa (Lachaise et al., 1988). Surpris-

ingly, few datasets have included taxa collected from

Madagascar. Rather, a common finding is that conti-

nental African populations of D. simulans contain more

genetic polymorphism than non-African populations

(Andolfatto, 2001; Begun and Aquadro, 1993; Hamblin

and Veuille, 1999), although the pattern does not hold for

all loci (Andolfatto, 2001; Begun et al., 2000). Here we
found significantly elevated genetic variation in samples

collected fromMadagascar, supporting the hypothesis of

Lachaise et al. (1988) that D. simulans spread out of this

African island. This hypotheis is corroborated by mito-

chondrial DNA data (Ballard, 2004).
2. Materials and methods

Drosophila simulans has been the focus of a variety of

molecular evolutionary studies (Akashi, 1996; Andolf-

atto, 2001; Andolfatto and Kreitman, 2000; Ballard,

2000a; Ballard et al., 2002, 1996; Begun and Whitley,

2000; Coyne et al., 1994; Davis et al., 1996; Hamblin and

Veuille, 1999; Hasson et al., 1998; Irvin et al., 1998;

Kliman et al., 2000; Rosato et al., 1994; Zurovcova and
Eanes, 1999). In this study, we included 63 D. simulans

lines from 18 countries. To infer the geographic origin of

the species, sequences were then grouped into eight

geographical locations: continental Africa, Australia,

Europe, Madagascar, North America, Oceania, Re-

union, and South America (Table 1). At the time of this

study lines from Asia were not available.
2.1. Sequence data

We gathered 2014 bp of data from the period locus

from a worldwide sample of 63 D. simulans isofemale

lines (GenBank AY575784–AY575846). The same se-

quence was gathered from the D. melanogaster line Or-

egon R for use as an outgroup (GenBank AY575847).

The period locus was selected for this study because

Kliman and Hey (1993) showed the period locus was
consistent with the null hypothesis of the MK test

(McDonald and Kreitman, 1991), suggesting it provides

a phylogenetic signal that is unaffected by strong selec-

tion (but see Rosato et al., 1994). Each period sequence

was gathered from the same individual male to avoid

creating mosaic sequences (the period locus occurs at

3B1-2 on the X-chromosome of D. melanogaster).

DNA was isolated from a single male and DNA
amplified following Ballard (2000b). PCRs and se-

quencing followed Dean et al. (2003). All bases in the

dataset were sequenced from both strands.

To test the generality of results inferred from the

period locus, we included two previously published da-

tasets: NADH:ubiquinone reductase 75 kDa subunit pre-

cursor (nd75) (Ballard et al., 2002) and alcohol

dehydrogenase related (adhr) (Ballard et al., 2002). In
Drosophila, nd75 occurs at cytogenetic map position

7D20-22 on the X-chromosome while adhr occurs at

35B2 on chromosome 3 of D. melanogaster. Both studies

sampled 22 D. simulans lines: two from Africa, two from

North America, seven from Madagascar, six from

Oceania, and five from Reunion (the highlighted taxa in

Table 1). The D. melanogaster Oregon R was included in

both datasets. We do not include data from the mito-
chondrial genome because it is probably strongly influ-

enced by the a-proteobacteria Wolbachia (Ballard et al.,

1996). Data from mitochondrial DNA suggest that

Madagascar or continental east Africa may be the geo-

graphic origin of D. simulans (Ballard, 2004).

2.2. Bayesian inferences

Genealogical relationships were inferred using

Bayesian methods implemented in MrBayes version

3.0B4 (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001). All sites were

included except those containing indels. This program

uses a Metropolis-coupled Markov Chain Monte Carlo

(MCMCMC) sampling regime to move through possible

genealogical trees. MCMCMC begins at a random to-

pology in the sea of possible genealogies. The likelihood
of the data given that initial topology is calculated and

alterations to the topology are proposed. The likelihood

of the data given the newly altered topology is then

calculated and compared to the previous likelihood. The

new topology is chosen to replace the previous one with

a probability dependent on the improvement in likeli-

hood. This chain is iterated many times with the goal of

http://myweb.uiowa.edu/bballard/map.htm
http://myweb.uiowa.edu/bballard/map.htm


Table 1

The 63 isofemale lines from which 2014bp of period were sequenced

Locality Region mtDNA Wolbachia Line name Year

Australia Australia siII w- AU117 1999

siII wAu COFFSA <1998

Cameroon Africa siII w- Y02 1998

siII wAu Y12 1998

Congo Africa siII wRi CONG02 <1998

siII wRi CONG11 <1998

Ecuador S. America siII w- EC101 2000

siII w- EC128 2000

siII wAu EC125 2000

siII wAu EC126 2000

siII wRi EC131 2000

siII wRi EC132 2000

France Europe siII wRi 53Val 1993

siII wRi 54Vill 1992

Greece Europe siII w- GR134 2000

siII wRi GR100 2000

Hawaii Oceania siI wHa HW00 1990?

siI wHa HW09 1998

Jamaica S. America siII wAu JM001 2000

siII wAu JM002 2000

Japan Oceania siII w- SCJ9319 1993

siII wRi SCJ9316 1993

Kenya Africa siII w- SL61 1979

siII wRi C167 1973

Madagascar Madagascar siII w- MD238 1998

siII wAu MD106 1998

siII wAu MD225 1998

siIII w- MD111 1998

siIII w- MD221 1998

siIII w- MDW86 <1993

siIII wMa MD112 1998

siIII wMa MD199 1998

New Caledonia Oceania siI w- NC103 1999

siI wHa NC112 1999

siI wHa NC115 1999

siI wHa+wMa NC037 1991

siI wHa+wMa NC048 1991

siI wHa+wMa NC102 1999

siI wMa NC117 1999

siI wMa NC141 1999

Reunion Reunion siII w- RU000 1993

siIII w- RU001 1998

siIII w- RU035 1998

siIII w- RU259 1979

siIII wMa RU005 1998

siIII wMa RU007 1998

siIII wMa RU008 1998

Seychelles Oceania siI w Ha+wMa SC01 <1998

siI wHa+wMa SC02 <1998

siII wRi SC00 <1998

South Africa Africa siII w- SA5 <1998

siII wRi SA1 2000

Tahiti Oceania siI wHa TT00 1998

siI wHa TT01 1998
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Table 1 (continued)

Locality Region mtDNA Wolbachia Line name Year

Tanzania Africa siIII wMa KC9A 1997

Tunisia Africa siII w- TUN50 <1998

siII wRi TUN37 <1998

USA N. America siII w- DSW 1985

siII w- LA44 1994

siII wAu LA02 1994

siII wRi DSR 1987

Zimbabwe Africa siI w- Z03 1994

siII wRi Z26 1994

Highlighted taxa are those for which adhr and nd75 data were available from Ballard (2000a) and Ballard et al. (2002), respectively.
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exploring a relatively likely set of topologies. To avoid

the analysis becoming trapped in local optima, four

chains were run, three of which were ‘‘heated’’ with

b ¼ 0:2, where heat¼ 1=ð1þ b � ðID� 1ÞÞ and ID is 1,

2, 3, or 4.

Implementing an optimal model of sequence evolu-

tion is important in any phylogenetic analysis. Using

likelihood ratio tests (Huelsenbeck and Crandall, 1997;
Swofford et al., 1996), we determined that a general time

reversible model with gamma distributed rate variation

among sites and a proportion of invariant sites

(GTR+C+I) was best for the period data. All sites except

indels were included. Using the GTR+C+I model,

1,000,000 generations of MCMCMC were run, sampling

every 100th topology and calculating its likelihood. This

MCMCMC sampling regime produced 10,000 trees
sampled in accordance to their likelihoods. The first 500

trees were discarded as the burn-in because they were

sampled early and thus relatively unlikely. Calculating

the number of times a particular clade appeared in the

remaining 9500 trees assessed confidence of clades.

Maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of the

GTR+C+I model, as well as their 95% credible intervals,

were calculated from the posterior distribution of to-
pologies.

All conclusions were robust to the number of

MCMCMC generations run; if we analyze the last

95,000 trees in the posterior distribution of a 10,000,000-

generation (instead of 1,000,000) MCMCMC, no con-

clusions change.

2.3. Ancestral reconstructions

A priori, it may be expected that geographic regions

represented by more sequences will have a higher

probability of being reconstructed as the ancestral lo-

cation by chance. To calculate such prior probabilities,

9500 random topologies were generated assuming a

uniform prior, then sequences were coded by geographic

region, and ancestral regions reconstructed using accel-
erated transformation parsimony. The frequency that a

particular region was mapped to the most recent com-
mon ancestor of D. simulans was calculated for both

prior and posterior distributions of trees. An alternative

procedure might utilize coalescence theory (Beerli and

Felsenstein, 1999).

By comparing prior to posterior probabilities, the

change in opinion of each geographic hypothesis before

and after observing data was quantified. This change in

opinion is referred to as the Bayes factor and can be
directly compared among competing hypotheses given a

particular data matrix. Huelsenbeck and Imennov

(2002) suggested that in the case of multiple datasets,

one could use the posterior probability of one analysis

as the prior probability for subsequent analyses. We do

not take this strategy because nd75 and adhr do not

include samples from Australia, Europe, and South

America and only two samples are from continental
Africa (Table 1).

2.4. Recombination

An assumption of Bayesian analyses is that the locus

of interest has not undergone recombination. With re-

combination, different parts of the locus may have dif-

ferent histories, violating the assumption that
phylogenetic history can be represented with a bifur-

cating tree. It should be noted, however, that lack of

recombination violates the assumption that all sites are

evolving independently. For the purpose of this paper,

we are interested in whether or not recombination

compromises our conclusions of ancestral reconstruc-

tion.

For all three datasets, we tested for recombination
within D. simulans using the four gamete test (Hudson

and Kaplan, 1985) as implemented in DNAsp version

3.99 (Rozas and Rozas, 1997). This test relies on the

assumption that the only way to observe all four pos-

sible phase combinations from two segregating sites is if

a recombination event occurred between those two sites.

The four gamete test is therefore taken as a minimum

number of recombination events, but it should be noted
that multiple substitutions could produce the four pos-

sible gametes without recombination.



Fig. 1. The 165 segregating sites found within D. simulans, plotted

along a schematic representation of exons (open boxes) and introns

(lines) of the 2014 bp region sequenced from the period locus. Shown

on the y-axis is the frequency of the least frequent mutation per seg-

regating site.
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We tested whether recombination altered our phylo-
genetic conclusions using PLATO (Grassly and Holmes,

1997). PLATO uses a sliding window approach to de-

termine if the average per-site likelihood of a given

window of DNA is significantly low compared to the

average per-site likelihood of the overall dataset. One

explanation for significantly conflicting regions is that

recombination has concatenated windows of sequence

that have conflicting evolutionary histories. An alter-
native explanation is that the rate of evolution is het-

erogeneous along a sequence (Grassly and Holmes,

1997; Schierup and Hein, 2000). A general time revers-

ible model with C-distributed rate variation among sites

was employed in PLATO. For each locus, the likelihood

estimates of the rate matrix, base frequencies, and C
shape parameter were estimated using PAUP* version

4.0b10 (Swofford, 1993), then implemented in PLATO.
Preliminary runs indicated that a minimum window size

of 100 yielded the most informative results. PLATO

does not accept polytomies in the input tree, so trees

were arbitrarily resolved with branch lengths of zero.

Calculated likelihoods are equivalent whether or not

polytomies are arbitrarily resolved with branch lengths

of zero.

2.5. Randomization test of genetic diversity

Phylogenetic investigations supported an out-of-

Madagascar hypothesis (see below). This hypothesis can

be corroborated or rejected by population genetic the-

ory, which predicts that Malagasy populations will have

increased polymorphism compared to non-Malagasy

populations (Wares and Cunningham, 2001). This pre-
diction assumes that admixture from divergent popula-

tions has not occurred in Madagascar, and selection has

not acted to remove variation from ancestral popula-

tions and/or promote variation in derived populations.

To test this prediction, p (Nei and Li, 1979) was

estimated from the entire dataset and the Madagascar

sequences only. Then, an equal number of non-Mada-

gascar sequences were randomly chosen from the entire
dataset, and p was recalculated. This step was iterated

10,000 times to ask if p from Malagasy flies was sig-

nificantly greater than that from non-Malagasy flies.

This randomization test was also performed for regions

identified by PLATO as anomalous. As we have a spe-

cific prediction this is a one-tailed test.

2.6. Tests of neutrality

Violation of neutrality may indicate that selection is

operating on the loci under question or that population

size has changed in the detectable past. Under a neutral

model of evolution, p and h (Watterson, 1975), calcu-

lated from the total number of mutations, should be

approximately equal. Tajima�s D (1989) tests this neutral
prediction. Following a b distribution, the neutral ex-
pectation is that D should be close to zero (Tajima,

1989). A significantly negative D indicates selection

prevented mutations from increasing in frequency and/

or that the population has been expanding. So that the

recombination parameter R (Hudson, 1987) could be

included, statistical significance of D was determined

using coalescent simulations implemented in DNAsp

3.99 (Rozas and Rozas, 1997).
As a further test of the neutral equilibrium model of

molecular evolution we employed the MK test (Mc-

Donald and Kreitman, 1991). This tested the neutral

prediction that the ratio of polymorphic and fixed

nonsynonymous substitutions was proportional to that

from synonymous sites.
3. Results

3.1. Sequence data

In the period dataset, there were 218 segregating sites.

Within D. simulans, 10 of 165 segregating sites were

nonsynonymous mutations. There were 32 distinct

haplotypes and the GC content was 64% (63% in coding
regions and 55% in noncoding regions). To investigate

the variation within period we tested for an association

between the number of segregating sites and the length

of the three introns and four exons (Fig. 1). Contingency

table analyses showed that the proportion of segregating

sites differed significantly among regions (v26 ¼ 58:99,
P < 0:001). As expected, this result was due to the

higher proportion of segregating sites in noncoding re-
gions (46 segregating sites from 196 bp total) compared
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to coding regions (119 segregating sites from 1818 bp).
There was no difference among the three introns

(v22 ¼ 0:08, P ¼ 1), but a deficiency of segregating sites in

the fourth exon (v23 ¼ 10:41, P ¼ 0:03 for all four exons

and v22 ¼ 1:02, P ¼ 1:0 when the fourth exon was re-

moved). Within D. simulans there were three indels. One

occurred in intron 1 (22 taxa had a T insertion at site

No. 146) and two occurred in intron 2 (in one case five

taxa had a C insertion at position No. 1252 and in the
other one a taxon from Madagascar had a T deletion at

site No. 1215). A table of polymorphic sites for the pe-

riod locus is presented as supplementary material (MPE

website).

In the nd75 dataset, there were 165 segregating sites.

Within D. simulans, 3 of 121 segregating sites were

nonsynonymous mutations. There were 16 distinct hapl-

otypes and the GC content was 59.3% (62.2% in coding
Fig. 2. Genealogical inferences based on the period locus. A majority rule c

posterior distribution. Sequences separated by commas were identical. Boxed

Bold indicates sequences from Madagascar. These genealogical relationships

instead of 1,000,000 generations. Note: D. melanogaster is the outgroup.
regions and 46.0% in noncoding regions).We tested for an
association between the number of segregating sites and

the lengthof the four introns and four exons.Contingency

analysis showed that the proportion of segregating

sites differed significantly among regions (v27 ¼ 67:4,
P < 0:001). As expected, this result was due to the higher

proportion of segregating sites in noncoding regions (46

segregating sites from 420 bp total) compared to coding

regions (75 segregating sites from 1938 bp total). There
was no difference among the four exons (v23 ¼ 6:97,
P ¼ 0:07), but an excess of segregating sites in the fourth

intron (v23 ¼ 16:3, P < 0:001 for all four introns and

v22 ¼ 2:32, P ¼ 0:31when the fourth intronwas removed).

WithinD. simulans therewas one indel (two taxa had aTC

insertion at site Nos. 1948–1949).

The adhr dataset consisted of a single intron con-

taining 39 segregating sites. There were 18 distinct
onsensus tree was drawn from 9500 trees (10,000–500 burnin) in the

numbers on branches indicate posterior probability support for clades.

remained unchanged if we ran 10,000,000 generations of MCMCMC
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haplotypes and the GC content was 38.0%. Within D.

simulans there were nine indels.

3.2. Bayesian inferences

The genealogical relationships inferred using Bayesian

analysis of the period locus are shown in Fig. 2, and the

parameters estimated from the G+C+I model in Table 2.

The C$T transition is the dominant molecular change.
Fig. 3. Genealogical inferences based on the (A) nd75 and (B) adhr loci. In

(10,000–500 burnin) in the posterior distribution. Sequences separated by c

probability support for clades. Bold indicates sequences from Madagascar. N

Table 2

Parameters of the G+C+I model estimated from Bayesian inference of

period

Parameter Mean 95% credible interval

r(G T) 1.00 1.00 1.00

r(C T) 14.17 6.83 29.47

r(C G) 1.59 0.71 3.20

r(A T) 8.39 3.66 15.45

r(A G) 9.52 4.14 18.59

r(A C) 1.35 0.55 2.97

Freq(A) 0.21 0.19 0.23

Freq(C) 0.32 0.30 0.34

Freq(G) 0.31 0.29 0.33

Freq(T) 0.16 0.15 0.18

a 0.05 0.05 0.05

P(invariant) 0.70 0.68 0.73
There was a strong correlation between posterior proba-
bilities of clades in the two runs (F ¼ 128:34, P < 0:001),
and the chains appeared to have converged upon a region

of likelihood scores after about 100 generations. Con-

clusions do not change if we run the chains for 10,000,000

generations.

The sequences collected from Reunion all formed a

strongly supported monophyletic group (Fig. 2). This

clade was defined by a unique nonsynonymous mutation.
Aside from this pattern, there was little geographic

structure (Fig. 2). For example, the same sequence was

found in Greece, Hawaii, Jamaica, Florida, New Cale-

donia, Japan, and Tahiti (clade with asterisk, Fig. 2). This

result suggested long range dispersal of period alleles is not

unusual in this species and that migration may have in-

fluenced our conclusions. We evaluate this possibility in

the discussion.
Three inferences from the period data suggest that

Madagascar was the geographic origin of D.simulans.

First, all sequences from flies collected in Madagascar

were unique (sample names preceded by MD and in

bold, Fig. 2). Similarly, Derome et al. (2004) sampled

697 bp of the Vermilion locus from 15 Madagascar flies,

and found that all 15 sequences were unique. Second,

branches leading to Madagascar sequences were quali-
each case, a majority rule consensus tree was drawn from 9500 trees

ommas were identical. Boxed numbers on branches indicate posterior

ote: D. melanogaster is the outgroup.
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tatively longer than those leading to non-Madagascar
sequences. Longer branches may occur from increased

autapomorphies, from increased homoplasies, or from a

combination of the two. Third, Madagascar sequences

seemed to occupy basal positions more frequently than

non-Madagascar sequences.

Qualitatively, the two additional datasets supported

the out-of-Madagascar hypothesis for D. simulans. The

nd75 and adhr phylogenies also showed a general lack of
geographic structure but Madagascar sequences again

occurred in basal positions (Fig. 3). In the following

section, we quantified the probability that Madagascar

is the geographic origin of D. simulans and compared

this probability to competing hypotheses.

3.3. Ancestral reconstructions

For the period dataset we reconstructed the ancestral

region of 9500 trees in the posterior distribution (10,000

trees generated during MCMCMC sampling minus 500

‘‘burnin’’ trees) as well as the prior distribution. A Bayes

factor of 24.30 quantified the change in opinion that

Madagascar is the ancestral location after observing

period data (Table 3, row 1), providing ‘‘strong’’ support

for a hypothesis (Raftery, 1995). The only other loca-
tions with posterior probabilities greater than zero were

Europe and Oceania, probably because one sequence

from each of these locations (54Vill from Europe and

NC115 from Oceania) occupied basal positions in the
Table 3

Bayes factor support for alternative hypotheses of the ancestral location

Locus/sites Geographic hypothesis

Africa

(continental)

Australia Europe Madag

period

Alla 0.20 0.00 1.90 24.30

1 taxonb 0.2� 0.0 0.0� 0.0 2.3� 0.2 24.9� 1

3 taxab 0.3� 0.0 0.0� 0.0 2.2� 0.2 24.9� 2

5 taxab 0.3� 0.0 0.0� 0.0 2.2� 0.2 24.7� 1

7 taxab 0.5� 0.2 0.0� 0.0 2.5� 0.2 23.6� 1

MDW86c 1.80 0.00 1.70 5.00

99–456d 1.98 0.00 0.17 6.00

1514–1696d 0.02 0.00 377.74 0.13

Remaininge 1.49 0.01 0.05 7.87

nd75

Alla 0.00 31.72

1880–1982d 0.05 NAf 5.67

Remaininge 0.12 23.01

adhr

Alla 0.00 1.87

aAll taxa/sites included.
bRandomly subsampled datasets after removing number of taxa indicate
cDataset after excluding taxon MDW86.
dDatasets with all taxa included and including only sites indicated, whic
eDatasets with all taxa included and all sites included except those indic
f These cells are not applicable since the geographic regions indicated we
genealogy (Fig. 2). In contrast, support for five of the
seven alternative hypotheses—continental Africa, Aus-

tralia, North America, Reunion, and South America—

decreased after observing data (Table 3, row 1).

To investigate sensitivity to taxon sampling system-

atically, we performed a permutation-based resampling

study. First, all possible datasets including 62 (63) 1)

D. simulans lines were constructed. Next, 100 datasets

each were created after randomly removing 3, 5, and 7
D. simulans lines (300 datasets total). Because there

were only eight sequences from Madagascar, removing

eight or more individuals might create datasets with 0

Madagascar sequences, leaving the Madagascar hy-

pothesis undefined. For each dataset, the Bayesian

analyses were repeated. Reassuringly, the Bayes factors

remained stable through this resampling (Table 3, rows

2–5) and the Madagascar hypothesis was supported by
an order of magnitude more than the next most sup-

ported hypothesis. Specifically, the Madagascar hy-

pothesis ranged from 23.6 to 24.9, the European

hypothesis ranged from 2.2 to 2.5, and the continental

Africa hypothesis ranged from 0.2 to 0.5. No other

hypotheses received a Bayes factor of greater than

zero.

The most extreme test of taxon sensitivity involved
the removal of the most basal Madagascar sequence.

After removal of MDW86, the Bayes factor decreased

from 24.30 to 5.00 (Table 3, row 6). Even in this case

Madagascar was still the most favored hypothesis, with
ascar N. America Oceania Reunion S. America

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

.1 0.0� 0.0 0.0� 0.0 0.0� 0.0 0.0� 0.0

.5 0.0� 0.0 0.0� 0.0 0.0� 0.0 0.0� 0.0

.3 0.0� 0.0 0.0� 0.0 0.0� 0.0 0.0� 0.0

.6 0.0� 0.0 0.0� 0.0 0.0� 0.0 0.0� 0.0

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.05 0.01 0.04 0.45

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.17

0.01 0.05 1.27 NAf

0.00 0.01 0.10

0.28 0.22 1.00

d. Numbers are the average� standard error Bayes factor.

h are regions identified by PLATO as phylogenetically anomalous.

ated in preceding row(s).

re not sampled for those datasets.



Table 4

Probability that Madagascar sequences hold more polymorphism than

an equal number of non-Madagascar sequences, determined with

10,000 iterations of a randomization test

Locus/ sites P(Madagascar>non-Madagascar)

period

Alla 0.99

99–456b 0.97

1514–1696b 0.61

Remainingc 0.99

nd75

Alla 1.00

1880–1982b 0.56

Remainingc 1.00

adhr

Alla 0.69

aAll taxa/sites included.
bDatasets with all taxa included and including only sites indicated,

which are regions identified by PLATO as phylogenetically anomalous.
cDatasets with all taxa included and all sites included except those

indicated in preceding row(s).
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its Bayes factor greater than that from continental Af-
rica (¼ 1.80) and Europe (¼ 1.70).

The two additional datasets offered independent

support for the out-of-Madagascar hypothesis. For both

genes, an origin in Madagascar received more support

than all other hypotheses. The nd75 and adhr datasets

supported an origin in Madagascar with a Bayes factor

of 31.72 and 1.87, respectively (Table 3, rows 10 and 13).

3.4. Recombination

In the period locus, the four gamete test identified a

minimum number of 22 recombination events. PLATO

identified two anomalous regions, spanning sites 99–456

and 1514–1696, that were inconsistent with the genealogy

derived from the remainder of the locus. Both regions

span introns and exons at approximately 50%.Region99–
456 supported the Madagascar hypothesis with a Bayes

factor of 6.00. The only other hypothesis supportedwith a

Bayes factor greater than 1 was continental Africa, with a

Bayes factor of 1.98 (Table 3, row 7).

Conservatively, the region spanning 1514–1696 sup-

ports an ancestral origin in Europe with a Bayes factor

of 377.74 (Table 3, row 8). No other hypothesis was

supported with a Bayes factor of greater than 1. The
high support for a European hypothesis occurred be-

cause taxon 54Vill occupied the most basal position of

the tree, with all other D. simulans uniting as a mono-

phyletic sister group. Two synonymous sites are re-

sponsible for this placement. At site No. 1577, 54Vill has

an adenine, a state shared with the outgroup Oregon R.

All other D. simulans taxa have a guanine. At site No.

1562, 54Vill is the only taxon to have a cytosine, while
all other D. simulans have either a guanine or a thymine.

Removing sites 1562 and 1577 decreased support for a

European hypothesis from a Bayes factor of 377.74 to

1.56 and increased support for a Madagascar hypothesis

to 7.32. After removing 54Vill from the analysis entirely,

PLATO still identified region 1514–1696 as anomalous,

but supported the Madagascar hypothesis with a Bayes

factor of 43.24.
After removing the two anomalous regions identified

by PLATO, the remaining period data supported the

Madagascar hypothesis with a Bayes factor of 7.87

(Table 3, row 9). The only other hypothesis that was

supported with a Bayes factor greater than 1 was con-

tinental Africa, which had a Bayes factor of 1.49.

In nd75, the four gamete test identified a minimum of

20 recombination events. PLATO identified one anom-
alous region, spanning from position 1880 to 1982. This

region supported the Madagascar hypothesis with a

Bayes factor of 5.67 and no other hypothesis was sup-

ported with a Bayes factor greater than 1 (Table 3, row

11). The data remaining after removal of this anomalous

region supported the Madagascar hypothesis with a

Bayes factor of 23.01 (Table 3, row 12).
In adhr, the four gamete test identified a minimum of
five recombination events. PLATO did not identify any

anomalous regions using minimum window sizes of 50

or 100.

3.5. Randomization test of genetic diversity

If Madagascar were the ancestral location, theory

predicts that flies collected here should possess greater
nucleotide diversity than flies collected from other re-

gions. This result was observed for all three loci (Table 4).

For the eight period sequences from Madagascar,

p ¼ 0:014. This was greater than 9940 of the 10,000 iter-

ations (P < 0:01) where eight non-Madagascar sequences

were randomly chosen (average p ¼ 0:011� 0:001 stan-

dard deviation). For the anomalous region spanning 99–

456, p ¼ 0:024 for Madagascar sequences, which was
greater than 9725 of the 10,000 iterations. For anomalous

region 1514–1696, p ¼ 0:028 for the Madagascar se-

quences, which was greater than 6138 of the 10,000 iter-

ations. For the region remaining after removal of the two

anomalous regions, p ¼ 0:011 from Madagascar se-

quences, which was greater than 9943 of the 10,000 iter-

ations. The smallest regions have the least power to reject

the null hypothesis, nevertheless all results are in the di-
rection predicted if Madagascar were the ancestral geo-

graphic origin.

The nd75 dataset consisted of 22 D. simulans lines,

seven of which were collected from Madagascar (Table

1). The nd75 sequences fromMadagascar had p ¼ 0:014.
This was greater than 9991 of the 10,000 iterations

(P < 0:01) where seven non-Madagascar sequences were

randomly chosen (p ¼ 0:009� 0:002). For the anoma-
lous region spanning 1880–1982, p ¼ 0:045 from Mad-

agascar sequences, which was greater than 5629 of the
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10,000 iterations. For the region remaining after re-
moval of this anomalous region, p ¼ 0:012 from Mad-

agascar sequences, which was greater than all 10,000

randomized iterations. In this case, only the smallest

region cannot reject the null hypothesis.

The adhr dataset contained the same taxa as the nd75

dataset. The sequences from Madagascar had p ¼ 0:015
and seven randomly chosen non-Madagascar sequences

had p ¼ 0:014� 0:002. The deviation of Madagascar p
compared to non-Madagascar p was not significant but

in the direction predicted by theory (6946 of the 10,000

iterations, P ¼ 0:30).

3.6. Tests of neutrality

In general, we observed a significantly negative Taj-

ima�s D but not a rejection of the MK test. A signifi-
cantly negative Tajima�s D suggests the population has

expanded and/or purifying selection prevented muta-

tions from increasing in frequency. The MK test iden-

tifies selection by comparing the ratio of polymorphic

and fixed nonsynonymous substitutions to the same

ratio from synonymous sites. Taken together, our ob-

servations are logically consistent with the idea that D.

simulans is a human commensal and the population has
been expanding.

Using coalescent simulations with the empirically

estimated recombination parameter (R ¼ 63:3), Tajima�s
D from the entire period dataset was significantly nega-

tive (D ¼ �1:24, P < 0:01). For the anomalous region

spanning sites 1514–1696, Tajima�s D is not significantly

negative. This is probably due to the loss of power in

such a small region of DNA, because both the anoma-
lous region 99–456 and the region remaining after re-

moval of the two anomalous regions maintained their

statistical significance.

For nd75, Tajima�s D was significantly negative

(D ¼ �0:76, P < 0:05), as determined with coalescent

simulations and the empirically determined recombi-

nation rate (R ¼ 31:6). The anomalous region spanning

1880–1982 did not display a significantly negative
Tajima�s D, nor did the region remaining after removal

of this anomalous region. For adhr, Tajima�s D was

significantly negative (D ¼ �1:54, P < 0:01), based on

coalescent simulations and the empirically determined

recombination rate (R ¼ 2:3). Tajima�s D test results

from all three datasets did not change after analyzing

Madagascar and non-Madagascar sequences sepa-

rately.
The null hypothesis of the MK test was not violated

for either period or nd75 (P > 0:50). The results of the

MK test did not change after analyzing anomalous re-

gions separately. Results also did not change after an-

alyzing Madagascar and non-Madagascar sequences

separately. The adhr dataset did not include exons and

the MK test was not be performed.
4. Discussion

The distribution of a species may be described in

geographic and ecological terms. Geographic distribu-

tions are often limited in part by history or by ecological

factors such as climate or competition with other spe-

cies. Reconciling the region of endemicity of a species

facilitates understanding the processes that have shaped

its long-term evolution. It will also help us understand
the evolution of specific morphological and molecular

characters. D. simulans is a human commensal that has

colonized North America and Europe recently (Lachaise

et al., 1988). Bayesian inference strongly supported the

hypothesis that D. simulans originated in Madagascar, a

conclusion that was robust to taxon sampling, recom-

bination, or the datasets analyzed. One anomalous re-

gion gave high support for a European hypothesis, but
this appears to be due to the state distribution of two

synonymous sites. Consistent with the subsequent pop-

ulation genetics prediction, sequences from Madagascar

harbored more genetic polymorphism than non-Mada-

gascar sequences.

Mitochondrial DNA data support the hypothesis

that Madagascar is the ancestral site of D. simulans

(Ballard, 2004). However, the mtDNA genome has
clearly been influenced by strong selection (Ballard

et al., 1996). D. simulans harbors three genetically dis-

tinct mitochondrial haplogroups (siI, siII, and siIII).

These haplogroups differ by �2% at the nucleotide level,

with a significant deficiency of variation found within

each group (Ballard, 2000a). The siI haplogroup has

been found on the Seychelles, New Caledonia, Hawaii,

and Tahiti; the siIII haplogroup on Reunion Island,
Madagascar, and continental east Africa; the siII ha-

plogroup has been collected nearly everywhere except

Hawaii, Tahiti, and New Caledonia (Table 1), and the

polar regions. Madagascar is in close proximity to all

three haplogroups and is one of four places where two

distinct haplogroups exist in sympatry (the others are

Reunion Island, Seychelles and continental east Africa).

We will now consider alternate explanations for the
data. Of the three loci analyzed, period and nd75 give

strongest support for an out-of-Madagascar hypothesis.

The Bayes factors calculated from period and nd75 were

an order of magnitude higher than adhr. Malagasy flies

had significantly higher genetic polymorphism than non-

Malagasy flies for period and nd75 but not for adhr.

period and nd75 both occur on the X-chromosome,

while adhr occurs on the third chromosome. Therefore,
one alternative explanation is that support for the out-

of-Madagascar hypothesis was specific to the X-chro-

mosome. For this to be true, we must posit that

demographic or selective histories differed among X-

linked and autosomal genes possibly occurring by dif-

ferential migration or survival of males and females. The

X-chromosome is expected to have a smaller effective
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population size than autosomal genes because there are
three-fourths as many X-chromosomes as any one au-

tosome, assuming an equal number of effective males

and females. To more systematically test if support for

the out-of-Madagascar hypothesis is chromosome-spe-

cific, sequences from Madagascar should be included in

future sampling or added to existing datasets of auto-

somes.

A second potential bias may have arisen by the inclu-
sion of specific taxa. After removing MDW86 from the

period dataset Bayesian inference and ancestral recon-

struction changed dramatically. MDW86 differs from all

otherMadagascar sequences in that it was collected prior

to 1993 by R. Russell; the other seven Madagascar se-

quences were all collected in 1998 by this laboratory

(Table 1). It is possible that MDW86 has accumulated

deleterious mutations in the laboratory, but there are two
counterarguments against this possibility. First,MDW86

was not the most basal Madagascar sequence in the nd75

and adhr phylogenies (Fig. 3). Second, several other fly

lines, including the two from Kenya (C167 and SL61),

were collected prior to 1993 yet did not preferentially

occupy basal positions in the phylogeny.

A third potential bias in inferring Madagascar as the

ancestral geographic origin may arise if flies immigrated
from differentiated populations into Madagascar. Ad-

mixture may lead to elevated polymorphism that could

be considered ancestral using accelerated transforma-

tion parsimony. Under such a scenario, the sequences

from Madagascar may actually have originated else-

where. All Madagascar sequences are unique, suggesting

this is not likely given the datasets analyzed. However,

Ballard (2004) showed that Wolbachia wAu-infected siII
flies moved from Australia to Madagascar. While ad-

mixture may occur in the mitochondrial genome, we saw

no evidence of it in the nuclear genome because no

Australia sequences cluster with Madagascar sequences

(Fig. 2). However, as only two fly lines collected from

Australia were included in this study, admixture remains

a possibility. Nevertheless, the existing data suggest that

admixture does not adequately explain the elevated
polymorphism found in Madagascar.

Finally, selection may have removed polymorphism

from an ancestral population and/or promoted variation

in derived populations. Either scenario offers an alter-

native hypothesis to the significantly greater polymor-

phism found in Madagascar. However, selection is likely

to act on specific loci or linkage groups and we found

elevated genetic diversity in multiple loci. Furthermore,
no locus showed evidence of selection based on the MK

test. Given the preponderance of evidence, the simplest

explanation is that Madagascar has retained ancestral

genetic polymorphism and is the geographic origin from

which D. simulans expanded.

This study documents the need to sample broadly

both geographically and genetically. We have found a
previously under appreciated source of genetic variation
in D. simulans from Madagascar. The study also un-

derscores the need to assess the sensitivity of conclusions

to specific taxa included in the sample. We address this

issue by including multiple datasets, incorporating a

resampling scheme into Bayesian analyses, and per-

forming a randomization test of genetic diversity. We

propose that critical examination of the evolutionary

and ecological forces that have shaped the long-term
history of D. simulans should include samples from

Madagascar.
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